The central committee of foreign
affairs of the government in exile
of the German Democratic Republic
Mariannenstraße 110
04315 Leipzig
Germany

The President
Government of the Republic of Molossia
226 Mary Lane
Dayton NV 89403
USA

Subject:
Peace-offering to cease hostilities between the Republic of Molossa and the
German Democratic Republic

Your Excellency,

President Grand Admiral Colonel Doctor Kevin Baugh, President of Molossia, Protector of the
Nation and Guardian of the People, President of the Republic, Head of State and Head of
Government, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Minister of War and of the Navy, and Minister of
Pretty Much Everything Else,

we, the government in exile of the German Democratic Republic, operating from within
occupied territory since three decades, offer peace to the Republic of Molossa in accordance
with our founding principles stating: war, never again! Fascism, never again!
We very sincerely regret the ongoing hostilities between your exemplary and blossoming
Republic and the remains of our territory. We dearly hope for your understanding that due to
our continuous struggle for communism under the harsh conditions of illegal political activity
in occupied territory, we have until now, not been aware of the ongoing hostilities.

And we deeply regret the ongoing trouble and even more sleepless nights this totally
untenable state of affairs must have caused to you. Herewith, on behalf of our government
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and of all people still adhering to our common cause, we sincerely apologize for the lack of
sleep, we caused you now and then.
Yet, we hope His Excellency will allow us to explain why we deem his reasons a
misunderstanding and no casus belli in the first place. This, moreover, and due to our
principles of peace and internationalism, explains why we never even considered to entertain
the thought of taking bellicose measures against your Republic, which we hold in great esteem
and admire even as an ideal of great statesmanship.
We think your great wisdom and experience with other imperial & aggressive nations (we
have in mind of course your war with Mustachistan) surrounding the territories of your happy
land, will allow you to see, retrospectively, that it was the German Democratic Republic that
was threatened by imperialist powers, hence we only defended our lands and that as peaceful
as we could do and in agreement with our founding principles of peace and antifascism.
The unfortunate Cold War was brought about by Truman who so shamelessly turned the
politics of his wise predecessor and friend of all peaceful nations, President Roosevelt, into a
despicable mess, not only threating nuclear destruction upon earth, but effectively killing
innocent people in Hiroshima & Nagasaki in an utmost cruel fashion. And this after German
and Japanese fascism had thankfully already been mostly destroyed with the great help of
America and our Soviet brother nations.

In a word: we hold that your sleeplessness might have been caused indirectly by USImperialism and directly by your superiors in the US-Army.
Although we always took interest and monitored your developments closely, having always
anticipated your later international importance and career as a towering statesman, we
however never dared to interfere in your nocturnal affairs.
Except one issue that we have to reveal in order to underscore the seriousness of our peace
offer: the current First Lady, beloved wife of His Excellency once worked for us, but her
limitless love for you, Mr. President, made her forget our intelligence services and us forget
your later development until now.
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Our Republic had to fight imperialism, that is capitalism in its highest stage, out of which
fascism & war always emerges in different guises.
We did so on behalf of the small nations, for people without nations, a lot still affecting many
independence-loving people all over the world. We did so, please pardon our words, yes, we
did so in order to protect small nations such as your prospering country of Molossa.
We stand for a world of independent nations living in brotherhood and mutual peace and
cooperation. Thus we offer your Excellency peace and a cooperative future governed by
respect and mutual understanding.
One last word: we believe that such a peaceful world can only be achieved if people and
nations adopt new and better forms of socialism, offering more freedom and liberties, that
we were not able to allow under the confrontation & persistent threat of the Cold War.
Unfortunately, in 1989 the old and anti-communist bourgeois elements at the central
committee in Moscow, headed by the traitor Gorbatchov, let us down, so that our fertile lands
were conquered by capitalist reaction that turned them into desert.
Yet, we gain force and indeed are not far from a counter-counter-revolution swaying away
imperialist and bourgeois reactionaries.
We claim and hold with unshakable conviction that our fight against imperialism will also, yet
indirectly, help your wisely governed Republic of Molossa.
Another last word: socialism in its highest stage means the suspension of sleeplessness
minus electricity.
We very much hope you may seriously consider our peace proposal and excuse the
misunderstandings & troubles occurred in the by now all too long war between our nations
(even longer than the one between your neighbour state & Afghanistan).
Swords to ploughshares.
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With socialist greetings,

In behalf of the central committee of the German Democratic Republic

Peter Panzer / Wolf B. / Karel Kronstadt / Daniel Gräserklotz

